We report the results of isotopic, chemical, structural, and crystallographic microanalyses of graphitic spherules (0.3È9 km) extracted from the Murchison meteorite. The spherules have 12C/13C ratios ranging over 3 orders of magnitude (from 0.02 to 80 times solar), clearly establishing their presolar origin as stellar condensates. These and other isotopic constraints point to a variety of stellar types as sources of the carbon, including low-mass asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars and supernovae. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of ultrathin sections of the spherules revealed that many have a composite structure consisting of a core of nanocrystalline carbon surrounded by a mantle of well-graphitized carbon. The nanocrystalline cores are compact masses consisting of randomly oriented graphene sheets, from PAH-sized units up to sheets 3È4 nm in diameter, with little graphitic layering order. These sheets probably condensed as isolated particles that subsequently coalesced to form the cores, after which the surrounding graphitic mantles were added by vapor deposition.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the study of circumstellar and supernova grains extracted from primitive meteorites has provided a rich new source of information on stellar nucleosynthesis.7 The development of elaborate physical and chemical separation techniques Lewis, & Anders has (Amari, 1994) led to the isolation of circumstellar grains large enough to be individually studied, including silicon carbide et al. & Anders graphite (Bernatowicz 1987 ; Tang 1988) , (Amari et al. titanium carbide et 1990 (Amari et al. titanium carbide et , 1993 , (Bernatowicz al. corundum et al. et al. 1991) , (Huss 1994 ; Nittler 1994) , and silicon nitride et al. et al. (Hoppe 1994 ; Nittler 1995) . Advances in secondary ion mass spectrometry techniques have permitted the measurement of isotopic compositions of major and minor elements in individual micron-sized grains, allowing circumstellar grains to be distinguished from the bulk of the meteoritic material that was formed or reprocessed within the solar nebula. The isotopic information gleaned from such studies has been used to test models of nucleosynthesis in unprecedented detail, prompting more sophisticated theoretical treatment. In some cases such studies have led to the identiÐcation of the kinds of astrophysical sites where the grains originated. For example, on the basis of the isotopic composition of both major and minor elements, we can assert that most silicon carbide grains present in the early solar nebula originated in the atmospheres of asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, but that some (D1%) were formed in supernova ejecta (Anders & Zinner et al. 1993 ; Ott 1993 ; Amari 1995d ). The study of circumstellar grains from meteorites provides an equally novel pathway to a di †erent kind of astrophysical information. The detailed characterization of these grains can yield information on pressure, temperature, and chemical compositions in stellar atmospheres and ejecta. For example, in a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study of presolar graphite from the Murchison meteorite, et al. identiÐed the refractory phase, Bernatowicz (1991) titanium carbide (TiC, a species not previously observed in meteorites), within the graphite. On the basis of textural and crystallographic evidence, these authors concluded that the TiC had condensed Ðrst and was occluded by the graphite. Calculations of condensation under equilibrium conditions (e.g., Schramm, & Grossman Larimer 1975 ; Lattimer, 1978 ; & Bartholomay for gases with C/O [ 1 had Larimer 1979) indeed predicted that TiC and graphite are the Ðrst-formed condensates of major elements over a wide range of gas pressures. More recent models that thoroughly explore the parameter space of temperature, pressure, and C/O ratio (e.g., & Wasserburg Lodders & Fegley Sharp 1995 ; , show that the formation of TiC occurs before that of 1995) graphite for C/O ratios between 1.05 and 1.2 at astrophysically plausible pressures. This result is consistent with C/O ratios in the atmospheres of carbon stars inferred from astronomical observations et al. et (Lambert 1986 ; Olofsson al. 1993) .
In conventional astronomical studies, size distributions and compositions of grains in circumstellar atmospheres must be inferred through physical models and/or comparison with spectra from laboratory analogs. The circumstellar origin of grains from meteorites, on the other hand, can be established by direct isotopic measurement of individual particles. Additional microanalysis by TEM and other techniques can then yield detailed information on circumstellar grain size and morphology, crystallography, and major and minor element composition. The study of circumstellar grains from meteorites is thus a new type of astrophysics and a powerful complement to astronomical observations, allowing us to obtain a more complete picture of stellar atmosphere chemistry and grain condensation. It is worth noting in this regard that because some of the major elements in these grains have low cosmic abundances (e.g., Ti in TiC), the chance for astronomically observing such grains is very slight.
Here we report the results of microanalyses of circumstellar graphite spherules extracted from the Murchison carbonaceous chondrite. In we discuss the external°2 morphology, size distribution, and isotopic characteristics of the spherules, and what the latter indicate about the kinds of stellar environments in which the spherules formed. We next describe the internal structure of the spherules as revealed by TEM analyses and show that the spher-(°3), ules frequently have cores of nanocrystalline carbon mantled by well-graphitized carbon. We also discuss the results of detailed electron di †raction and electron energy loss analyses used to characterize the nanocrystalline carbon core material. In we draw some broad inferences°4 concerning the development of the nanocrystalline coregraphite mantle structure of the circumstellar graphite spherules. In we describe crystals of refractory Ti-, Zr-,°5 and Mo-bearing carbides that occur within the spherules and have sometimes served as nucleation centers for graphite growth. These carbides have remained cloaked in a protective covering of graphite since their formation, and thus provide direct information on the physical and chemical properties of carbon-bearing circumstellar condensates. We then use these observations, in conjunction with detailed equilibrium condensation and grain formation models (°6) to extract information about the physical conditions in (°7), stellar grain formation environments.
PHYSICAL AND ISOTOPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF PRESOLAR GRAPHITE

Samples and Experimental Methods
We studied graphite spherules from the Murchison meteorite graphite separate KFC1 (2.15È2.20 g cm~3), whose preparation has been described in detail by et al. Amari Carbon isotopic data obtained by ion microprobe (1994) . analysis of individual graphite spherules from KFC1 were reported by et al. and et al. Amari (1993 ) Hoppe (1995 ; results for 202 spherules are summarized in Pre- Figure 1 . solar graphite occurs in two morphological types, resembling either cauliÑowers or onions in external appearance (e.g., et al. Both cauliÑower and onion types of Zinner 1995) . graphite spherules are present in KFC1, the latter comprising 84% of the total ; for the remainder of this paper we will consider only this kind of graphite. The 12C/13C ratios of the onion-type graphite range over 3 orders of magnitude, with values from 0.02 to 80 times the solar ratio of 89. Only a small fraction (D5%) of the graphitic spherules have a solar 12C/13C ratio within analytical uncertainty : 70% have ratios in excess of the solar value, and 25% have smaller ratios. These isotopic data are convincing evidence of the FIG. 1.ÈHistograms of carbon isotopic compositions and grain diameters of cauliÑower-and onion-type circumstellar graphite spherules from the Murchison chondrite. The generally large di †erence between 12C/13C ratios in individual grains and the solar ratio, and the enormous range of these isotopic compositions (over 3 orders of magnitude), clearly establish the presolar origin of these spherules. presolar origin of most of the graphite, and give assurance that any random sample of these graphites will consist almost entirely of circumstellar grains, which is key to the experimental procedure adopted here.
Sizes of spherules range from a few tenths of a micron up to nearly 10 km, with a number-weighted mean diameter in the range 1È2 km and modal diameter of about 1.5 km (Fig. (Plate 16) is a representative scanning electron 1). Figure 2 microscope photograph of an onion-type spherule, showing the distinctive near-spherical shape and graphitic shell structure.
In a previous study of Ðve presolar graphites from the Murchison chondrite et al. each parti-(Bernatowicz 1991), cle was isotopically characterized by ion microprobe analysis prior to TEM analysis. This procedure yields the maximum amount of information on individual grains. However, candidate grains for TEM analysis (especially very small ones less than 2 km in diameter) may be completely sputtered away during isotopic analysis, or grains may be lost during the removal and embedding procedure required for TEM analysis. For the present work we have adopted the alternative strategy of TEM study of suites of grains ; for general isotopic characterization we rely on the previously cited results of ion probe analyses of large numbers of individual graphite spherules. This approach has the disadvantage that the mineralogical characteristics of individual graphites cannot be directly correlated with the isotopic characteristics, but it also has the advantage that many more particles can be studied.
In the preparation for the TEM study, an 8 mm diameter gelatin cylinder was affixed to a precleaned glass slide with RTV silicone cement. Presolar graphite particles were then deposited from suspension in an area of less than 1 mm2 on the glass within the cylinder ; the deposit was dried, embedded in LR White hard resin (which was detached from the slide after curing), and sliced into sections nm thick [100 with an ultramicrotome equipped with a diamond knife.
Each of these slices contained ultrathin sections of many graphite spherules. The slices were retrieved on Cu TEM grids covered with holey C Ðlms, and were examined for the composition and structure of their graphite sections in a JEOL-2000FX TEM equipped with a Gatan 666 parallel detection electron spectrometer (PEELS) and a Noran Pioneer X-ray detector (EDS) with a Norvar window sensitive to elements with Z º 5. A total of 67 spherules was studied.
Stellar Sources
The widely ranging 12C/13C ratios as well (°2.1 ; Fig. 1 ), as a variety of other isotopic data, point to a multiplicity of stellar sources for the graphite spherules. The isotopic composition of s-process Kr detected in bulk graphite samples Lewis, & Anders suggests that at least some (Amari, 1995b ) of the spherules originated in low-mass (1È2 AGB stars M _ ) of low metallicity. But it is unlikely that all of the graphite could have originated in carbon-rich AGB stars, because cool carbon (N-type) stars generally have 12C/13C ratios less than the solar value of 89, whereas 70% of the graphite spherules have 12C/13C ratios greater than this (cf. Fig. 1 1995c) . novae ejecta after mixing of material from deep interior stellar zones (where O is burned to 28Si) with C-rich outer shell material. In the He/C shell of the presupernova star the carbon is isotopically light ; thus supernovae are the source of at least some, and perhaps the majority, of the graphite spherules with 12C/13C ratios greater than the solar value.
The low 20Ne/22Ne ratios measured in bulk samples (Amari et al. 1995b ) suggest novae as a third possible stellar source ; however, novae are expected to produce very low 12C/13C ratios, and, if so, they probably contribute only a small fraction of the graphites (cf. Fig. 1 ).
INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF CIRCUMSTELLAR GRAPHITE SPHERULES
In this section we discuss what microanalysis has revealed about the nature of the carbonaceous matter in circumstellar graphite spherules. High-resolution TEM imaging of ultrathin sections of the spherules directly conÐrms the implication of SEM photographs and the ( Fig. 2) results of laser Raman analysis et al. which (Zinner 1995) , indicated that shells of well-ordered graphite constitute the externally sensible parts of the spherules. As viewed in the TEM, the outer parts of the spherules are gently curved graphitic planes that are continuous over hundreds of nanometers. Electron di †raction analysis [using the invariant (100) and (110) reÑections for internal calibration of di †raction patterns] shows that the interlayer (002) d-spacings are at most 5% larger than those of perfect hexagonal graphite nm), indicative of (d 002 \ 0.3354 well-graphitized carbon (cf. & Mackinnon Rietmeijer 1985) . The TEM studies have revealed two new and important features of the spherules which were not apparent from the previous studies. One is the presence of internal crystals of refractory carbide minerals in many of the graphites. These sometimes occur in the center of the spherules, having evidently served as sites for graphite condensation ; in other cases they are randomly distributed within the spherules, indicating that they were occluded as carbon condensed. Discussion of these internal crystals is taken up in The°5. second feature revealed by TEM analysis is the presence of cores of poorly ordered carbonaceous material enclosed by the graphitic shells, which occur in more than 80% of the onion-type graphites studied. The existence of these cores clearly implies that many of the spherules did not start to condense as well-graphitized carbon. For the remainder of this section we describe the results of our e †orts to characterize the nature of this core material.
Electron Di †raction Analysis and Simulations
Here we discuss what electron di †raction in the transmission electron microscope reveals about the carbon structures and the degree of crystalline order in the circumstellar graphite spherules. A TEM image of an onion-type graphite with a prominent core is shown in (Plate 17). The Figure 3 outer layers appear dark because electrons di †racted from (002) graphite planes do not pass through the microscope objective aperture ; this coherent scattering is very much reduced or absent in the core material, which consequently appears lighter. Selected area di †raction (SAD) of the carbonaceous cores results in di †raction rings rather than discrete di †raction spots, a characteristic of randomly oriented, Ðne-grained crystalline aggregates. To quantify the SAD rings, we digitized TEM negatives and used a proÐle of the intensity distribution that included the center of the electron di †raction pattern. In we display Figure 4a FIG. 4.ÈTEM electron di †raction intensity proÐles for (a) a nanocrystalline carbon core of a circumstellar graphite spherule ; (d) the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) dicoronene (e) black amorphous (C 48 H 20 ); carbon (a-C) ; and ( f ) turbostratic graphite from a cauliÑower-type circumstellar graphite spherule. Note the asymmetry of the M100N and M110N di †raction peaks in the core material (a), as well as the lack of any M002N graphite layering reÑection. ProÐles in (b) and (c) are numerical simulations of electron scattering intensity distributions for 4 nm randomly oriented graphene sheets. In (c), the e †ect of instrumental broadening has been simulated.
the SAD intensity distribution for the core of the graphite spherule shown in with the di †use scattering back- Figure 3 , ground removed. Comparison of this di †raction pattern with that from a cauliÑower-type graphite spherule (Fig. 4f ) is instructive. Although the cauliÑower-type spherule consists entirely of turbostratic graphite (i.e., graphite with contorted layers having no long-range continuity ; see et al. M00lN layering reÑections are noneBernatowicz 1991), theless present, as well as MhklN reÑections from atomic planes that intersect the unique crystallographic direction. However, the core material produces only Mhk0N (Fig. 4a) and Mh00N in-plane reÑections and an apparent absence of M00lN and MhklN layering reÑections. The di †raction intensities of the in-plane reÑections are markedly tailed toward larger scattering angles, although the positions of the peak maxima for these reÑections correspond to the d-spacings of graphite.
We interpret these results to mean that the core material is comprised of sheets of carbon atoms, each consisting of a planar network of aromatic hexagonal rings, hereafter referred to as "" graphene.ÏÏ Ordinary graphite consists of large graphene sheets, ordered in the third dimension by regular stacking. Further, a given graphene sheet is laterally shifted relative to the sheets immediately below it and above it (by 0.142 nm), so that the stacking order may be represented by an ABAB . . . sequence. However, the graphenes Vol. 472 in the core material apparently have little or none of this three-dimensional stacking order, and the individual sheets are quite small. The pattern of electron reÑections from the core material is similar to that expected of a collection of randomly oriented two-dimensional crystal lattices. By "" randomly oriented ÏÏ we mean that not only are the graphene planes uniformly distributed in all azimuthal orientations, but also that the normals to these planes are isotropically distributed in space. The distribution of scattered intensity from two-dimensional lattices was Ðrst described by Laue and a complete analytical von (1932) , solution to the problem was derived by His Warren (1941) . solution shows that the di †raction peak intensity rises rapidly for a given reÑection, but then decreases more gradually toward larger scattering angles, yielding asymmetrical peak shapes just as we observe for the spherule cores (Fig. 4a) .
To evaluate the extent of stacking order permitted by our di †raction data, we carried out numerical electron scattering simulations. The procedure used was to compute atomic positions in a single, perfect graphene layer within a circle of a given diameter. These coordinates were used to calculate (cf. a di †racted intensity averaged Warren 1990) over all orientations :
where is the scalar separation between atoms m and n, r mn and is the Lenz-Wentzel electron scattering form factor f m for atom m evaluated at scattering wavenum-(Reimer 1989) ber q, with q \ 2n/d for direct lattice spacing d.
For randomly oriented graphene sheets with no layering order, our results reproduce the peak proÐles given (Fig. 4b) by solution, including the asymmetric WarrenÏs (1941) tailing. However, we also Ðnd that simulated di †raction from randomly oriented graphitic layer stacks containing one or more AB-layer pairs results in (002) reÑections that are stronger than the Mhk0N and Mh00N in-plane reÑections. The lack of such (002) reÑections in the core scattering proÐles thus leads us to conclude that the interplanar spacings between individual graphene sheets are randomized so extensively that coherent interplanar reÑections are difficult to detect. This is nonetheless curious, since one might expect that some fraction of the sheets would accidentally stack in groups of parallel layers with a nearly constant spacing. A possible explanation for the apparent absence of layering order could be that the graphene sheets have variable degrees of curvature and wrinkles due to in-plane disorder, such as occasional replacement of hexagons in the graphene sheets by pentagons and heptagons (e.g., et Kroto al. 1985) .
These observations suggest that the aromatic sheet material in the cores resembles clusters of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). PAH molecules consist of planar networks of hexagonal carbon rings (having 10 to several hundred C atoms, and diameters typically less than 1 nm) terminated at the periphery by hydrogen atoms. In the limit of large numbers of carbon atoms, the H/C ratio becomes vanishingly small and the structure becomes that of graphene. PAHs have been frequently invoked to explain certain circumstellar infrared emission features, and a plausible case has been made for their origin as condensates in C-rich stellar outÑows & Feigelson (Frenklach 1989 ; Tielens, & Barker Barker, Allamandola, 1989 ; Cherchne †, & Tielens Although it is not possible to measure the 1992). PAH content of circumstellar graphite directly by TEM analyses, it is worth noting that isotopically anomalous low molecular weight PAHs have been detected in laser desorption/laser ionization mass spectrometry of circumstellar graphite et al. (Messenger 1994) . Another means of characterizing the spherule core material is by the size of its constituent particles. This is accomplished through the Scherrer formula, which relates the observed electron di †raction peak width (FWHM) to the inverse of the particle size. The particular form of the Scherrer formula for the present case of a two-dimensional lattice is derivable from analysis as WarrenÏs (1941) D \ 1.84j/(2 *h), where D is the mass-weighted mean particle diameter, j is the wavelength of the primary electrons (0.0025 nm for 200 keV electrons), and 2 *h is the angular FWHM of a di †raction peak. The FWHMs of di †raction-peak proÐles for the circumstellar spherule cores, such as the one shown in Figure 4a , lie in the range (1.2È1.5) ] 10~3 radians (corrected for instrumental broadening), indicating particle diameters in the range 3È4 nm.
We next compare the electron di †raction proÐles for the circumstellar graphite cores with the results of a (Fig. 4a ) numerical simulation of electron di †raction from a collection of randomly oriented graphene sheets in the size range derived above.
displays the simulation results for Figure 4b 4 nm graphene, after taking the logarithm of the calculated distribution of scattered intensity (to simulate the response of the TEM negatives that record the di †raction patterns) and after removing the di †use scattering background. To facilitate direct comparison with the TEM measurements, shows the proÐle after convolution of the numeri- Figure 4c cal results with a Lorentzian function representing the instrumental broadening. Comparison of Figures and 4a 4c shows that the graphene simulation is reasonably successful in duplicating the peak positions, relative intensities, FWHMs, and (asymmetrical) shapes of the TEM di †raction peaks. Simulations for mean crystallite sizes less than 3 nm give FWHMs that are too broad to be consistent with the measurements. Because of the e †ect of instrumental broadening, the measured di †raction-peak FWHMs become progressively insensitive to larger crystallite sizes, so that the derived 3È4 nm mean crystallite size is perhaps best regarded as a lower limit to the true mass-weighted mean size.
One important di †erence between the 3È4 nm simulation peak proÐles and the TEM measurements is that the leading edges of the measured peaks rise less sharply than those in the simulations. This is apparently because in the simulation a Ðxed crystallite size was assumed, and not a distribution of sizes that undoubtedly characterizes the real situation. Larger crystallites tend to dominate the di †rac-tion peaks (and largely determine their FWHMs) because the coherently scattered intensity from a graphene sheet is proportional to the square of its mass. Smaller crystallites a †ect the di †use scattering background and mainly tend to broaden the base of the peak proÐle (cf.
& Alexander Klug To investigate the e †ect of nonuniform size on the 1962). di †raction proÐle, we performed numerical simulations of di †raction from bimodal graphene size distributions, taking 4 nm as the size of the larger particles. The results showed that mass fractions of particles roughly 1 nm or less can range up to several tens of percent without signiÐcantly increasing the peak FWHMs beyond the values obtained for 4 nm particles alone. As expected, inclusion of the smaller particles generated di †raction peaks with broader bases that more closely matched those observed (Fig. 4a) . Comparison of the electron di †raction data with simulations thus indicates that while the bulk of the mass in circumstellar graphite cores is in graphene sheets several nanometers in size, large numbers of particles ¹1 nm may also be present.
For direct comparison with material in the PAH size range, we performed SAD analyses of samples of the very large PAH dicoronene D0.7 ] 2 nm), a network (C 48 H 20 ; of 48 C atoms that has a molecular weight of 596 g mol~1. The electron di †raction proÐle and structure of dicoronene are shown in Applying the Scherrer size analysis Figure 4d . to dicoronene yields a mean crystallite size of 1.5È1.8 nm, consistent with the actual structural dimensions. Qualitatively, a comparison of Figures and shows that even 4d 4a this very large PAH is smaller than the average circumstellar graphite core crystallite. As another standard, we analyzed ordinary "" amorphous carbon ÏÏ (a-C), which has islands of structural order with dimensions typically in the range 1.5È2 nm & OÏReilly Comparison (Robertson 1987) . of the widths of peaks in the a-C di †raction proÐle ( Fig. 4e ) with those of indicates that the mean crystallite Figure 4a size is larger in the circumstellar graphite cores than in ordinary amorphous carbon.
Thus, the overall conclusion from the electron di †raction analyses is that most of the mass in circumstellar graphite cores is contained in graphene sheets considerably larger (at least 3È4 nm) than typical PAHs, with each sheet containing several hundred C atoms, although as much as onequarter of the mass may be in smaller particles nm), ([1 conceivably PAHs. This further implies that the smaller particles in the cores must be many times more numerous than the larger ones.
Electron Energy L oss Spectrometry
Another means of characterizing carbonaceous material is electron energy loss spectrometry (EELS), particularly through loss mechanisms involving small energy transfer. Fast electrons traversing matter can lose energy by setting up collective valence electron oscillations in the target material. The quantum of this oscillation is the plasmon, whose energy scales with the square root of valence electron number density and is generally in the range of a few tens of electron volts. The plasmon energy is sensitive to composition and structural details, and in the particular case of carbon and its compounds depends upon density and H content (cf.
Gibbons, & Lewis The Bernatowicz, 1990). diamond plasmon energy (33.5 eV ; o \ 3.52 g cm~3) is thus greater than that of graphite (26È27 eV ; o \ 2.25 g cm~3), which is in turn greater than that for amorphous carbon (a-C) (D24È25 eV ; o D 2 g cm~3). Addition of H, as in hydrogenated (a-C : H) amorphous carbon (or PAHs), lowers both the matter density and the valence electron number density, leading to further decreases in plasmon energy (22È24 eV, o \ 1.4È1.8 g cm~3 ; Robertson 1986).
In we compare our measurements of plasmon Figure 5 peak energies for the circumstellar graphite cores, vapordeposited black amorphous carbon (a-C), graphite, and the PAH dicoronene. The plasmon energy for graphite depends upon its orientation with respect to the electron beam, being larger (D27 eV) when the beam is parallel to the FIG. 5 .ÈPeak plasmon energies from low energy loss in electron scattering, for circumstellar graphite core material, compared with plasmon energies measured for graphite (perpendicular and parallel to the c crystallographic stacking direction), vapor-deposited black amorphous carbon (a-C), and the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) dicoronene.
unique ("" c ÏÏ) crystallographic axis and smaller (D26 eV) when perpendicular to it (i.e., parallel to the layering). It is clear from that plasmon energies for the cores (26.1 Figure 5 eV) are markedly greater than those for dicoronene (23.5 eV) and a-C (24.5 eV). Thus, we are again led to the conclusion that PAHs cannot constitute the major mass of the circumstellar graphite cores. To get a quantitative estimate of the fraction of the core material that could be present in the form of PAHs, we modeled the cores as mixtures of graphitic carbon and dicoronene, using the property that the plasmon energy of a binary mixture is intermediate to the plasmon energies of the two constituents, depending quasi-linearly on the fraction of each (see ChoosJoy 1986) . ing a mean value for the graphite (26.6 eV), we found that large PAHs such as dicoronene could constitute 5%È25% of the core mass, a range compatible with the results of the electron di †raction analyses discussed above.
Taken at face value, the plasmon energy of the core material implies that its density is greater than that of vapor-deposited a-C, and only marginally less than that of graphite. But electron di †raction shows that the cores are aggregates of randomly oriented graphene sheets, so it is fair to ask whether the plasmon energy could simply reÑect the surface electron density of these sheets, even though the bulk density of the core material may be low. We think that a low-density packing of single graphene layers is not a suitable model, for two reasons. First, surface plasmons couple in very thin Ðlms to form two modes : the energy of one of them approaches the bulk plasmon energy as Ðlm thickness decreases, while the other drops to lower energy. One must ask, therefore, if the observed core plasmon might be the high-energy surface plasmon mode of a graphene sheet. The answer is no ; theory and experi-(Raether 1965) ment et al. Otto & Fellenzer (Boersch 1966 ; Swan, 1967) agree that the probability of exciting the low-energy mode with an electron beam is roughly independent of Ðlm thickness, while the probability of exciting the high-energy mode decreases rapidly with decreasing Ðlm thickness.
Thus, the 26 eV core plasmon energy can only be explained by a near-graphitic bulk density of carbon atoms, even though layer-layer correlation in the core structure is not apparent from electron di †raction analysis. Second, the cores appear to be dense in electron images made under di †raction contrast conditions (e.g., see
If the cores Fig. 7c ). consisted of widely separated graphene layers, they would appear to be lighter in the images presented here, rather than the medium gray shown. However, it is impossible to generate a near-graphitic bulk density by packing that only involves the randomly oriented D4 nm graphene sheets that constitute most of the mass of the core material. The EELS results therefore also imply the existence of large numbers of smaller nm) structural units to act as ([1 "" space Ðllers,ÏÏ in agreement with the inference based on the shape of di †raction proÐles alone (°3.1).
In summary : TEM analyses indicate that the graphite spherules consist of shells of well-graphitized carbon often surrounding cores of nanocrystalline carbon. Most of the core material mass resides in 3È4 nm diameter graphene sheets, but as much as one-quarter of the mass is contributed by many times more numerous nm particles, con-[1 ceivably PAHs.
FORMATION OF CIRCUMSTELLAR GRAPHITE SPHERULES
Having characterized the carbon structures within the circumstellar graphite, we next consider the formation of the spherules themselves, starting with the conditions responsible for the production of the nanocrystalline cores. As described above, TEM analyses reveal that the nanocrystalline cores consist of small nm) graphene sheets with ([4 little, if any, collective three-dimensional crystallographic order. It appears possible to understand the formation of the cores in terms of a generalization of the model proposed by et al. to account for the formation of Allamandola (1989) "" soot ÏÏ in C-rich stellar atmospheres by aggregation of PAH molecules. These authors pointed out that maximum stability geometrical conÐgurations (calculated by Miller, Mallard, & Smyth for PAH molecule pairs naturally 1984) lead to an amorphous structure for the soot particles.
To account similarly for the TEM observations of the core material by aggregation of graphenes, the mecha-(°3) nism of growth of graphenes should result in a distribution of sizes prior to their aggregation, with smaller particles outnumbering larger ones by a large factor, and the development of graphitic stacking order should be inhibited. The former condition is reasonable, assuming that the growth of the graphene simply represents the end stages in the gasphase reaction chains that build larger PAHs from smaller ones (cf.
The latter condition is likely to be Keller 1987). fulÐlled, as long as the adsorption energies for carbonbearing gas species on the graphene surface are not too large (cf.
The mean sticking time for an Omont 1986).
q s adsorbed molecule will be of order exp (e/kT ) (cf.
For an escape Podosek, 1981) . attempt frequency of the adsorbed species of D1012È1013 l 0 s~1 and an adsorption energy eV, the mean sticking e [ 1 time is ns at a carbon condensation temperature of q s [1 T \ 1650 K Comparing this timescale to the arrival (°6.1). frequency of condensable carbon-bearing species on a given condensation site at moderate pressures (several minutes at P \ 1 dyne cm~2) shows that growth of a new graphene layer on top of a preexisting one is unlikely, particularly when more strongly bonding sites such as the edges of the sheets are available. For bond energies as large as those among carbon atoms at a graphene sheet edge (6È7 eV), the lifetime against thermal desorption is many years at any plausible condensation temperature, so lateral growth of graphene sheets is overwhelmingly favored, particularly if adsorbed atoms are able to migrate over the surface at thermal speeds (D105 cm s~1) and Ðnd a strongly bonding sheet edge before they are desorbed.
Given the likely possibility that the nanocrystalline cores are formed by coagulation of graphenes, we then need to account for the structural transition to the surrounding layers of graphitic carbon that are observed in the TEM. There are only two explanations for the core-rim structure : either graphite rims formed by alteration of the core material, or the rims were deposited on the cores. Considering an alteration origin Ðrst, we note that the most common means of transforming "" amorphous ÏÏ carbon into graphite is to raise the temperature sufficiently to produce extensive structural reorganization, including growth of aromatic units and elimination of heteroatoms and defects (cf.
Shock propagation in circumstellar atmoMarchand 1987). spheres can lead to temperature increases in the stellar outÑow (e.g., and possibly to thermal alterBowen 1988), ation of preexisting grains. Thermal annealing of carbonaceous grains has indeed been proposed to account for UV circumstellar extinction spectra of C-rich stars (Blanco, Fonti, & OroÐno However, in particles as small as 1995). our circumstellar graphite spherules, it would be difficult to only heat and graphitize the exterior without changing the core. For any reasonable thermal conductivity, it is certain that graphitization of the spherule exterior due to heating would be accompanied by near-simultaneous interior graphitization.
Another mechanism for altering grain surfaces is energetic particle irradiation. It has been shown, for example, that intense irradiation of amorphous C by energetic (hundreds of keV) electrons can result in extensive graphitization However, if the Ñux of particles is (Ugarte 1992). sufficiently high, as in this case, we are once again in the regime of surface heating and the above discussion applies. Experiments have shown that bombardment of amorphous carbon by energetic ions (for which electronic stopping is the dominant energy loss mechanism) can lead to measurable increases in electrical conductivity, reÑecting the growth of graphitic domains et al. (Do beli 1991 ; & Kalish but the size of these domains is Dresselhaus 1992), generally less than 1 nm. We know of no data that suggest that energetic particle bombardment can produce graphitic regions with the sort of extended crystallographic continuity that we observe in the shells of circumstellar graphite (hundreds of nanometers), except in cases of high incident Ñux where signiÐcant sample heating is involved.
We are therefore left with the second hypothesis, that the graphitic rims were added to the cores by vapor deposition. Nanocrystalline cores are always surrounded by wellgraphitized carbon, never the reverse situation ; nor are there any cases in which the two forms of carbonaceous matter occur in alternating layers. This suggests that the sequential changes in the internal structure and composition of the circumstellar graphites correspond to monotonically changing conditions, such as a progressive decrease in the partial pressures of carbon-bearing vapor species. For graphite to condense from a vapor, the C/O ratio in the vapor phase must exceed unity (cf.
If this is Larimer 1975). the case, part of the carbon in the vapor phase will pair up with the available oxygen in tightly bound CO molecules, which, however, will remain uncondensed in the temperature range of interest here (cf.
Only the excess°6.1). carbon, which will be present mainly in the condensable form will be available to form graphite. C 2 H 2 , In considering the possible e †ect of variation in the partial pressure of this condensable carbon, it is important to note that refractory carbide grains often served as heterogeneous nucleation sites for carbon condensation, as inferred from their occurrence in the centers of about half of the spherules in which such carbide grains are found (cf.
These central carbide grains are always surrounded by°5). mantles of well-ordered graphite that could only have originated by vapor deposition. A possible explanation for this observation is that the presence of previously formed carbide crystals may have initiated graphite condensation at relatively low degrees of condensable carbon supersaturation, leading to slow growth of graphite with a high degree of crystallinity. As we indicated above, however, lateral growth on the edges of graphene sheets is overwhelmingly favored during vapor growth, whereas direct addition of new layers is difficult owing to the short lifetime of adsorbed molecules on the graphene surface. Therefore, the growth of graphite mantles on the carbide seeds probably occurred in a manner similar to the "" icospiral ÏÏ growth mechanism proposed by Kroto and his coworkers et (Kroto al.
According to this idea, once a small aromatic 1985). network of carbon atoms has been established on the carbide surface, atoms are permanently added only to the graphene sheet edge, with the growing sheet of atoms continuously advancing over itself, analogous to the growth of a nautilus.
The corresponding inference is that the nanocrystalline cores formed in cases where few refractory grains were available to serve as heterogeneous nucleation centers, so that carbon condensation was delayed until homogeneous nucleation could occur at higher supersaturation levels. We speculate that the ensuing rapid condensation resulted in the formation of isolated aromatic networks (PAHs and graphene sheets) in the gas that subsequently coalesced to form the nanocrystalline cores. This is consistent with the conclusion based on TEM analyses that the cores are (°3), mixtures in which small particles are far more numerous than larger ones, because nucleation rates outstrip growth rates under conditions of high supersaturation.
In accord with the notion that a higher degree of crystallinity results if the rate of surface migration of condensed species is fast relative to the rate of new arrivals, we presume that reduced carbon partial pressure favors deposition of carbon with long-range order (i.e., graphite) on the nanocrystalline cores. Thus, after the cores formed, the local gas-phase number density of condensable carbon may have become signiÐcantly reduced, favoring the deposition of graphite on these cores by the same "" icospiral ÏÏ mechanism that we have invoked for the case of graphite deposition on carbides.
We note that et al. had predicted that Cadwell (1994) refractory grains could serve as nuclei for high-temperature carbon condensation in stellar atmospheres, and that the deposited material would likely be present in the form of aromatic networks, consistent with our observations of carbide grains mantled by well-graphitized carbon. They speculated that the species serving in this role would be SiC. However, as we discuss below SiC is generally not (°5), observed in the spherules (nor is it expected to condense prior to graphite on the basis of equilibrium thermodynamics [°6.1]) ; rather, the nuclei that we do observe are carbides of Ti, Mo, and Zr.
The internal geometry of circumstellar graphite spherules also suggests that the physical conditions under which they formed did not, in general, di †er radically from one stellar environment to another.
is a histogram of appar- Figure 6a ent rim thicknesses observed in ultrathin sections of the graphite spherules. Because a given section may not contain the spherule center, some of the apparent rim thicknesses are probably displaced to values somewhat greater than in the actual distribution ; nonetheless, the measured distribution is sharply peaked, with three-fourths of the spherules having apparent rim thicknesses in the range 0.1È0.4 km. In we display the relation of apparent rim thickness Figure 6b to apparent radius for individual spherule sections ; here again we must bear in mind that the data may be displaced from their true values by varying amounts (to the left and up in the plot) due to the e †ects of sectioning. Although spherules with radii greater than D1 km tend to have thicker rims, the smaller spherules display little evidence of a relation between size and rim thickness : the majority fall within the narrow range noted above. The general lack of correlation between spherule size and rim thickness is not unexpected if, as we have argued above, the graphitic rims FIG. 6 .È(a) Histogram of apparent graphitic outer shell (rim) thicknesses measured in ultrathin sections of circumstellar graphite spherules. The arrow denotes the mean thickness. (b) Apparent rim thickness vs. apparent graphite spherule radius. All data plot below the diagonal line, because the rim thickness cannot exceed the particle radius. Seventy-Ðve percent of the spherules have rim thicknesses from 0.1 to 0.4 nm (shaded area), and there is no apparent correlation of rim thickness with grain size for spherules with rim thicknesses in this range.
originated by vapor accretion. The reason is that when a particle grows by capturing a speciÐc gaseous species on its surface, the accreted thickness depends directly on the number density of that species in the gas and the deposition time, but not on the particle size. Assuming that the rims formed by vapor accretion, the relatively narrow range of rim thickness for the smaller graphites may be taken as evidence that the number density of carbon available for rim deposition, as well as the deposition times, did not vary widely in the various stellar atmospheres in which these graphite spherules formed. However, other considerations suggest that the largest grains (radii km) require (°7.2) Z1 signiÐcantly higher carbon number densities and/or longer deposition times for their formation.
INTERNAL CRYSTALS IN CIRCUMSTELLAR GRAPHITE
We detected crystalline metal carbide inclusions in approximately one-third of the spherules studied. Carbide inclusions are undoubtedly more common than this because only one section from any spherule was studied. The geometrical mean size of the crystals ranged from D5 to D220 nm, with three-quarters of them in the range D5 to D30 nm (Table 1) .
Energy dispersive X-ray (EDS) analysis of the crystals indicates that they are generally carbides of the refractory elements Ti, Zr, and Mo, although some crystals rich in Ni, Ru, or Fe were also detected. The compositions of crystals for which quantitative EDS chemical analysis was performed are given in as atomic ratios relative to the Table 1 (generally dominant) element Ti. The variability in the ratios points to a signiÐcant degree of solid solution among these elements. Crystals range from "" pure ÏÏ Ti carbide (with no other elements detected, e.g., B1p1) up to Zr carbide with only 5 atom% Ti (e.g., B3b 2). In some cases electron di †rac-tion patterns for individual crystals rich in Ti indicated d spacings commensurate with those of cubic TiC (cf. et al.
In many cases, however, reliable or Bernatowicz 1991). diagnostic spacings could not be obtained, and the identiÐ-cation of the included crystals as carbides is based on the EDS detection of metal elements unaccompanied by signiÐ-cant amounts of anions other than carbon (speciÐcally oxygen, nitrogen, or sulfur).
Crystals included in the spherules occur in both the nanocrystalline core material and the graphitic mantles. As we noted in sometimes the refractory carbides are°4, located in the centers of the spherules. Central crystals are usually euhedral (i.e., having sharp planar boundaries) and solitary [Pl. 18] ), but sometimes they occur in clus-( Fig. 7a ters Noncentral internal crystals were also (Fig. 7b ). observed and in many cases more than one was (Fig. 7c) , a Atomic ratios. Stated uncertainties are for 1 p precision and reÑect counting statistics and background subtraction only. The accuracy of reported ratios is^15%. The absence of a numerical entry indicates that the element was not detected. The table does not include entries for cases where internal grains were detected but elemental concentrations could not be obtained.
b Graphite spherule designations are shown in boldface type ; for spherules having more than one internal crystal with a measurable elemental composition, each crystal is designated with a numeric index, and its composition is tabulated in a separate row.
c Minimum-maximum projected crystal dimensions determined from TEM micrographs. Single entries are for roughly equidimensional grains.
d Only Ti was detected.
detected within a given spherule Simple probabil- (Fig. 7d) . ity considerations show that an apparent central location of crystals is not likely to be an artifact of the projected nature of TEM images. We calculate a less than 1% probability that a crystal in an arbitrary location within a spherule will appear to be in the center of a random section through it, whereas we Ðnd crystals to be centrally located in roughly half of the spherule sections that have internal crystals. Whether central crystals occur singly or in clusters, there can be little doubt that they formed before extensive carbon condensation occurred and that they served as sites for this condensation.
We choose from three spherules that have three Table 1 or more internal crystals, and we display their elemental ratios (normalized to solar values) in All of the Figure 8 . crystals have atomic Cr/Ti and Fe/Ti ratios 1È3 orders of magnitude smaller than the solar values. On the other hand, Zr/Ti, Mo/Ti and (in two spherules) Ru/Ti ratios are enhanced by factors of 10 to several thousand. The large variability in elemental ratios among internal crystals within a given spherule precludes the possibility that these crystals could have exsolved from their respective spherules, or that they could have formed as the result of inward di †usion of metal elements after carbon condensation. The simplest explanation for these observations is that the noncentral crystals also formed prior to carbon condensation and were subsequently occluded during the growth of carbon spherules.
Enrichments of Zr and Mo, by factors of 10È100, are predicted to occur in the envelopes of AGB stars through s-process nucleosynthesis in their He-burning shells (R. Gallino 1994, private communication). Such enrichments are indeed astronomically observed in N-type carbon stars, which have s-process enrichments of Zr by factors of 10È100 relative to Ti However, s-process (Gustafsson 1989). enrichment alone is incapable of accounting for the elemental compositions of the internal crystals. First, there are large variations in elemental ratios from crystal to crystal in the same graphite spherule ; second, the Zr and Mo enrichments relative to Ti are sometimes more than an order of magnitude greater than those predicted for AGB stars and observed in stellar atmospheres. The Zr and Mo enrichments in the crystals must therefore be due in part to elemental fractionation accompanying condensation of carbides, as discussed in°6.
compares solar-normalized Mo/Ti ratios to Figure 9 Zr/Ti ratios in the internal crystals for those spherules listed in for which all three elements were detected. In all Table 1 of these cases Mo/Ti and Zr/Ti ratios are dramatically elevated relative to the solar ratios, by 1 to more than 3 orders of magnitude. Here again we observe that the elemental Note the several-order-of-magnitude enrichments of Zr, Mo, and Ru. Table 1 ). Vol. 472 ratios vary widely among crystals within a given spherule. The more refractory crystals (e.g., those with Zr/Ti more than 500 times solar) have Mo/Zr ratios less than or equal to the solar value of 0.22 & Grevesse while in (Anders 1989) , less refractory ones Mo is enriched relative to Zr as well as Ti. These trends are most naturally explained under the assumption that ZrC condensed Ðrst, followed by MoC (or and TiC, a conclusion that is consistent with the Mo 2 C) relative condensation temperatures of these carbides (cf.°6
.2). It thus appears that carbides (and solid solutions of carbides) were the Ðrst-formed minerals, and that the order of their appearance was dictated by the relative condensation temperatures of various carbide species. In some cases these preexisting carbides acted as heterogeneous nuclei for subsequent carbon condensation. In other cases the preexisting carbides collided with and stuck to growing carbonaceous spherules and were entrained in them as carbon condensation proceeded. The condensation sequence of refractory carbides followed by graphite puts fairly tight constraints on the permissible stellar atmosphere C/O ratios, because, under reasonable pressures, C/O ratios a few tens of percent greater than unity or more inevitably lead to condensation of graphite prior to refractory carbides (°6.1).
It is noteworthy that SiC is not generally observed in the spherules, despite the fact that the cosmic abundance of Si is far greater than that of the other metal elements that occur in carbides within circumstellar graphite. SiC is known to be present in carbon-rich stellar ejecta (e.g. Of the 67 spherules studied, however, only 1993). one contained crystals of SiC. This observation can also be explained on the basis of relative condensation sequence. Because of the low abundance of Ti relative to C, the condensation of TiC does not signiÐcantly deplete the gas of carbon. However, & Wasserburg point out Sharp (1995) that for C/O in the astronomically observed range for carbon stars, the amount of condensable C remaining in the gas by the start of SiC formation is usually much less than the amount of gaseous Si, so that SiC must largely be produced by reaction of Si gas with preexisting graphite. Much of the condensable carbon has already been used up, so there is little graphite condensation at the time of SiC formation, and therefore little opportunity for SiC grains to be enclosed by graphite (cf.
The formation of SiC by the°6.1). reaction of previously formed graphite with Si gas may also help to explain why the presolar SiC from AGB stars found in meteorites is more abundant than the graphite from this source (by a factor of more than 6 by mass in the Murchison meteorite ; cf.
As & Wasserburg point°7.4). Sharp (1995) out, a substantial fraction of the graphite inventory must usually react with Si gas to form SiC, so we expect that more SiC than graphite would ultimately result from condensation in AGB atmospheres. and & Fegley predicted the Fegley (1982) Lodders (1993) formation of the minor element refractory carbides ZrC and MoC on the basis of equilibrium condensation theory. Other predicted refractory condensates such as HfC, NbC, TaC, and WC have not been observed ; however, this may be a kinetic e †ect due to the scarcity of these metal elements, since their solar abundances are lower (up to 2 orders of magnitude) than those of Zr and Mo. They may never have formed as initial condensates because the elements in question are simply too scarce to permit growth before condensation of other carbides. If so, they may be present in solid solution with the more abundant carbides, but below our detection limits.
is a less refractory VC 0.88 condensate that does not su †er from this abundance problem, but we are unable to detect V by EDS analysis in the presence of Ti because of interference from the Ti Kb peak. It is likely that if present, is in solid solution VC 0.88 , with TiC, because V is generally well correlated with Ti in circumstellar SiC et al. (Amari 1995a ). The observations of carbides enclosed by carbon point to grain condensation from a C-rich gas in stellar outÑows (°6). Further, because the carbides have been sequestered in protective graphitic mantles since they formed, they must have retained the characteristics of their pristine state during the long period of propagation in the interstellar medium and residence in the solar nebula and in their meteorite parent body. Thus the observational data on their composition and grainsize hold important clues as to the conditions that obtained in the environments of their birth and They likewise rule out an origin of the spherules (°°6 7). in the interstellar medium, because if this were possible, there would be no necessary chemical link between the composition of the refractory grains and the material surrounding them. For example, we might expect to also Ðnd refractory oxygen-rich grains (e.g., oxides like corundum, mantled by carbon, contrary to observation. An Al 2 O 3 ) origin in the interstellar medium is likewise rendered improbable by the large range of C isotopic compositions (Fig. 1) .
Finally, we turn to a discussion of "" atypical ÏÏ internal crystals that show speciÐc compositional anomalies. The common types of internal crystals are either pure TiC, or mixtures of Ti, Zr, and Mo carbides. The carbides with measurable Zr were always found to contain measurable Mo, although in variable proportion. In contrast, Ru accompanies Zr (and Mo) in crystals from only two spherules (in 1 of 4 crystals in B1u, and in all crystals in B1w ; see and Since the solar abundance of Ru is only Table 1 Fig . 8 ). marginally less than that of Mo, this may be a volatility e †ect, reÑecting elemental fractionation accompanying condensation (°6.3).
Although in typical internal crystals Fe and Cr are generally much less abundant than Ti we found an (Table 1) , atypical Fe-rich central crystal in spherule B2k and (Table 1 The B2k crystal is large enough (D100 nm) so that Fig. 7a) . its composition could be measured by EDS analysis in several independent spots (with electron probe size D20 nm). On one edge of the crystal we detected only Fe and Cr (atomic Cr/Fe \ 0.29), while measurements in the interior revealed Ti, Zr, and Mo in addition to Fe and Cr. We take this to mean that the B2k crystal began to form like the more typical ones, with the exception that it was subsequently overgrown by Fe-rich material. We were unable to determine whether this is Fe or Fe carbide, but from the standpoint of position in condensation sequence or condensation temperature it matters little, since these are nearly identical for the two materials & Ney In a gas (Lewis 1979 ). of solar composition (but with C/O [ 1), Fe carbide will condense after both SiC and graphite under plausible astrophysical conditions, so it is difficult to explain not only the condensation of carbon after Fe but also why SiC is not present in the B2k central crystal. This suggests that the gas phase had nonsolar composition (in particular, a relative enrichment of Fe), and that spherule B2k may have formed in the ejecta of a supernova, after material from deep interior layers mixed with C-rich outer zones (cf.°°2.2, 7.4). 
EQUILIBRIUM THERMODYNAMICS
Condensation of Graphite and Pure Carbides
The types of minerals condensing from a gas with solar abundances of all the elements except C depend critically on the C/O ratio. When C/O \ 1, the condensed phases are oxides and silicates. When C/O [ 1, most of the oxygen is tied up in CO, allowing graphite and carbides to condense. The latter compositional regime is relevant to the observations reported here. The equilibrium condensation temperatures for graphite and various pure carbides (ZrC, MoC, TiC, SiC) are displayed in as a function of Figure 10 pressure (0.001È100 dynes cm~2) and C/O ratio (1.05È2.0). The graphite condensation temperature is relatively insensitive to pressure, but depends strongly on the C/O ratio ; for the carbides the opposite is true. The intersections of condensation curves for graphite and carbides, together with the observational constraints, thus restrict the permissible ranges of C/O and pressure.
For 1995) . It is important to note that these conclusions depend on the assumption that thermochemical equilibrium is reached in the grain formation environment. However, in regions of circumstellar atmospheres sufficiently far from the stellar FIG. 10 .ÈEquilibrium condensation temperatures for various carbides and graphites as a function of total pressure and C/O ratio (from 1.05 to 2). Solar abundances were used for all elements except carbon. Condensation temperatures for ZrC, TiC, and SiC vary slightly with C/O and are displayed as envelopes. For these compounds, the lower boundary of the envelope is for C/O \ 1.05, and the upper boundary is for C/O º 2.0. For MoC, the condensation temperature does not vary with C/O in the displayed pressure range. The condensation temperature of (not shown) is only a few degrees Mo 2 C higher than for MoC at any given pressure. The data are taken from & Fegley Lodders (1995) . Vol. 472 photosphere, equilibrium timescales will be longer than characteristic cooling timescales. Mineral assemblages grown at higher temperatures will be "" frozen in ÏÏ as the gas-grain mixture expands and cools, because the slower reaction kinetics cause grains to fall out of equilibrium with the gas. For the present purpose, the key question is whether there is an approach to gas-grain equilibrium sufficiently near the photosphere, where high-temperature condensates may form. ite, and have predicted that its condensation temperature will be substantially depressed below the equilibrium condensation temperature, we see no evidence for this. Our observations indicate that graphite must typically condense prior to SiC formation, consistent with the predictions of equilibrium thermodynamics for astrophysically plausible pressures.
The above discussion applies to a gas with Si, Ti, and other metal elements present in solar proportions. We have not yet discussed Zr and Mo, because they introduce another variable, namely, the extent of s-process enrichment. It is true that Si and Ti isotopic compositions can be altered by neutron capture in s-process nucleosynthesis, but the overall e †ect cannot modify their absolute abundances signiÐcantly. However, the abundance of dominantly sprocess elements such as Zr can be enriched above solar proportions by several orders of magnitude. Even for solar proportions, ZrC condenses before graphite and TiC for all C/O ratios and pressures in the ranges inferred above ; the condensation temperature of MoC, however, is between that of TiC and SiC With s-process enrichment, (Fig. 10) . the condensation temperatures of ZrC and MoC increase. For example, with C/O \ 1.05 and P \ 10 dynes cm~2, the condensation temperature of MoC is the same as that of graphite (D1600 K) for a solar Mo abundance, but moves up to the condensation temperature of TiC (D1700 K) when Mo is increased to 30 times solar & Fegley (Lodders Because many of the internal crystals in the graphite 1995). are not pure phases, but mixtures of Ti-Zr-Mo carbides we next explore the constraints on condensation con-(°5), ditions that may be derived from considering the compositions of these grains.
Solid Solution of Refractory Carbides
From materials science studies (e.g., refSamsonov 1974) ractory carbides are known to form solid solutions, and the observation of Zr-Ti-MoÈbearing carbides in the graphites suggests that solid solution determined the compositions of these grains. Here we describe the results of thermochemical equilibrium calculations for grains forming ideal solid solutions of ZrC, TiC, and MoC, using C/O \ 1.05 and P \ 1 dyne cm~2 as typical values to illustrate condensation behavior. Details of the computational procedure are described elsewhere (Lodders & Fegley 1993 .
The Zr/Ti and Mo/Ti ratios (cf. of the internal Table 1 ) carbides in spherules ( Ðlled circles) are compared with compositions from the solid solution calculations (curves) in a line showing the locus of solar Mo/Zr is also Figure 11 ; indicated. We Ðrst consider the composition of grains condensing from a gas with Mo and Zr at solar abundances (curve labeled "" Mo, Zr \ solar ÏÏ). When ZrC starts forming (1794 K), very little Ti (D10~4% of total Ti) and Mo (D5 ] 10~3% of total Mo) can dissolve in ZrC, so the grains are Zr-rich and have high Zr/Ti ratios (D200) and Mo/Ti ratios of about 0.04. Further condensation removes more Zr from the gas, and at 1720 K about 90% of all the Zr is condensed as ZrC. Because these grains contain about 0.02% of all Ti and D1% of Mo in solid solution, the Zr/Ti is pushed to lower values (Zr/Ti D 25). On the other hand, the Mo/Ti ratio becomes only slightly smaller (D0.035), because incorporation of Mo and Ti into ZrC is increasing in similar proportions. Once the temperature drops to about 1630 K, more Ti (4% of total Ti) and Mo (56% of total Mo) are dissolved in ZrC, so the curve bends toward the solar Mo/Zr line. The transition from solid to dashed curve indicates the temperature where about 10% of the total Ti is condensed and a more TiC-rich ZrC-TiC "" alloy ÏÏ FIG. 11 .ÈMeasured Mo/Ti and Zr/Ti atomic ratios in carbides from circumstellar graphite (data from compared with calculated con- Table 1 ) densation tracks for ideal solid solutions (curves). The curves are labeled "" solar,ÏÏ "" 30 ] solar ÏÏ and "" 100 ] solar ÏÏ to indicate overall Mo and Zr abundances used in the calculations. Curves for some percentage removal of Zr (50%, 90%, 99%) are also shown for the 100 ] solar case. Condensation starts out with the formation of Zr-rich grains (solid curves). starts forming. Further cooling eventually removes all Zr, Mo, and Ti from the gas, and the condensation track moves onto the solar Mo/Zr line (open diamond). As Figure 11 illustrates, formation of a Zr-Mo-Ti carbide alloy from a gas of solar composition cannot yield the Mo/Ti and Zr/Ti ratios in the carbides, since the condensation track falls well below the observed ratios.
However, if we take into account the possibility of sprocess enrichment, the comparison becomes more favorable.
also displays condensation curves that result Figure 11 when Mo and Zr abundances are uniformly elevated to simulate s-process additions to these elements. The initial condensation temperature of ZrC is 1890 and 1926 K for a gas with 30 and 100 times the solar Zr abundance, respectively. At 1800 and 1720 K, the Zr/Ti ratios are approximately constant in both cases and not very sensitive to the absolute Zr abundance. However, the increased Mo abundance increases the activity of MoC at any given temperature, so that more Mo dissolves in the ZrC, and the Mo/Ti and Mo/Zr ratios are correspondingly greater.
Because we have assumed that Mo and Zr are uniformly enriched, the composition will move onto the solar Mo/Zr line when all of the Zr, Mo, and Ti have condensed. (Fig. 11) It is important to note that any grains condensing from a gas with a solar Mo/Zr will have Mo/Zr ratios that are equal to or less than the solar ratio, i.e., compositions lying on or to the right of the solar Mo/Zr line in Figure 11 . However, the majority of observed grains have Mo/Zr ratios that are greater than or equal to the solar ratio. On theoretical grounds it is not expected that the s-process will increase the abundance of Mo more strongly than that of Zr. The only other way to shift the condensation path to the left of the solar Mo/Zr line is by condensation of these grains in a gas from which Zr has been depleted by prior condensation and removal of Zr-rich grains.
Pursuing this possibility, in we give examples of Figure 11 what happens with early ZrC removal for the case of 100-fold enrichment in Mo and Zr, accompanied by removal of 50%, 90%, or 99% of the Zr as ZrC before the remainder of the grains form. To take a speciÐc case : assume that ZrC begins to condense from an undepleted gas and that 50% of the total Zr condenses as ZrC. This ZrC will contain only trace amounts of Mo and Ti (0.15% and 0.003% of total Mo and Ti, respectively), so we may neglect initial depletions in these elements. Now suppose that the initially formed ZrC grains are removed from equilibrium with the gas, and that the Zr-depleted gas continues to cool and new ZrC grains form. If these grains continue to equilibrate with the gas down to temperatures where all of the remaining Zr, Mo, and Ti is condensed, the Mo/Zr ratios in these grains will be greater than solar, and the resultant compositions will lie to the left of the solar Mo/Zr line in Figure 11 .
By this hypothesis, the production of carbides in which Mo is enriched relative to Zr is the result of the failure of the Zr-rich crystals that formed Ðrst to maintain equilibrium with the cooling gas. We must correspondingly suppose that a mechanism exists that causes the Ðrst crystals that form to be physically removed from contact with their parent gas. In stellar atmospheres, this process might plausibly occur if these crystals develop a positive drift velocity relative to the expanding parent gas because of radiation pressure from the star. We must also suppose that as the parent gas (now largely depleted of these crystals) moves farther from the star and cools, newly forming grains and gas are more strongly coupled to each other and subsequently evolve in equilibrium. The Zr-rich crystals that formed Ðrst are, of course, not "" lost ÏÏ in any absolute sense but merely transported into a cooler environment. Presumably, they may be occluded by carbon during subsequent graphite formation in this environment. Such crystals would have Mo/Zr ratios less than the solar value, consistent with the observation of Zr-rich crystals with compositions lying to the right of the solar line in Figure 11 .
We note that s-process enrichments of Mo and Zr of 30 times solar or more are required to account for the compositions of the majority of the grains in which Zr, Mo, and Ti were detected. Comparison of the model calculations with the observations show that in some cases little or no Zr depletion is necessary (i.e., when the measured Mo/Zr ratio is nearly solar), while in other cases the depletions must range up to D90%. However, some grains (not shown in are basically pure TiC. Such grains may have Fig. 11 ) formed after Zr-MoÈrich grains had condensed and were removed from further equilibration, in the manner described above for Zr-rich grains. It is also possible that these grains originated from gases not strongly enriched in s-process elements, so that formation of refractory carbides of Zr and Mo was kinetically inhibited owing to the low abundance of these elements (cf.
If they were nonethe-°7.1). less present in solid solution with TiC, they would not have been detected in our EDS analyses because of their low abundance (solar Zr/Ti \ 0.005 and Mo/Ti \ 0.001 ; & Grevesse Anders 1989).
Condensation of L ess Refractory Elements
We also explored the extent to which the other elements detected in the internal grains (Fe, Cr, Ni, Ru ; cf. Table 1) could condense into ZrC-TiC-MoC alloys. Above the graphite condensation temperature, none of these elements or their carbides dissolve in the refractory carbide alloy in any signiÐcant amounts. In fact, temperatures much lower than the graphite or SiC condensation temperatures are necessary to dissolve these elements in Zr-Ti carbide. But it is difficult to imagine that condensation of graphite was delayed to such low temperatures, given that the TEM observations tend to rule out this possibility
In addi-(°5). tion, the large spread of Fe, Ni, Cr, and Ru abundances and the rather random occurrence and distribution of these elements among the internal grains suggest that a process other than direct condensation is responsible for their occurrence.
We know that the graphite sometimes contains measurable concentrations of elements other than carbon. For example, we detected minor Si in EDS analysis of the graphite in most (but not all) of the spherules, although internal crystals of SiC were observed in only one instance Similarly, Ni was detected in the graphite from B1a, (°5). the spherule having the highest Ni/Ti ratio in its internal crystals ; and Cr was detected in graphite from B1f, a spherule containing a crystal with a high Cr/Ti ratio It (Table 1) . seems likely that in many cases these elements may have become dissolved or otherwise trapped in condensed carbon, and were occasionally scavenged from this material by the carbide grains.
KINETICS OF GRAIN GROWTH
Here we consider constraints imposed by growth kinetics on the physicochemical conditions in the environments where the circumstellar graphites were formed. We shall not be concerned with general questions of nucleation and grain growth in stellar environments, but shall develop a formalism only to the extent required to address the speciÐc observations that are reported here. A general treatment of nucleation and grain growth in stellar atmospheres is given by Salpeter Kinetic models that (1974a, 1974b, 1977) . include reference to laboratory observations of circumstellar graphite in meteorites have been presented by Cadwell et al. and & Wasserburg (1994) Sharp (1995).
7.1. Grain Growth Model for TiC and Graphite Following & Wasserburg we take the grain Sharp (1995), growth rate to be proportional to the mean speed and number density of gas atoms contributing to the growth. Expressing this rate partly in terms of macroscopic quantities, for growth of a monatomic solid (e.g., graphite) we have
with the mean speed of gaseous species given by v
Here r is the grain radius, k and o are the molecular weight and density of the solid, T is the absolute temperature, is N A AvogadroÏs number, k is BoltzmannÏs constant, and m and l are the molecular mass and number density of the gas-phase species being deposited. Because we are interested primarily in establishing upper limits to grain sizes and growth rates, we take the sticking probability of a gas molecule onto a grain upon impact to be unity, and we ignore evaporation. Grain growth rates in this model will thus be (eq. [2]) strictly maximal under the assumed conditions, since they are limited only by the rate of arrival of gas atoms at solid surfaces. The expression equivalent to for the equation (2) growth rate of a diatomic substance (e.g., TiC) from gasphase species 1 and 2 is
Inspection of shows that if one of the gas equation (4) species is much more abundant than the other (as in the case of TiC formed from a gas with condensable C B 1000 ] Ti for C/O \ 1.1), the growth rate is dictated by the availability of the less abundant species, and reduces to equation (4) equation (2). In modeling grain growth we explicitly take into account several factors that are likely to be of importance in stellar environments. The Ðrst of these is expansion of the volume of gas in which grains are forming, as mass Ñows away from the star. For simplicity, we assume that this expansion is uniform and adiabatic, resulting in gas cooling [T \ T (t)] as well as time dependence in the number density l of condensable species. The adiabatic expansion law is given by where a is related to the adiabatic index c by T 0 t 0 a \ T ta, a \ 3(c [ 1) and is the e †ective time constant for expant 0 sion of the system at arbitrary reference temperature It T 0 . is often convenient to use the temperature T rather than the time t as an independent variable, and we often have recourse to this later in this paper.
In our calculations we explore values of ranging from t 0 5 ] 105 s up to 5 ] 108 s. For convenience we choose K, above the condensation temperatures of any T 0 \ 2000 species we shall consider (i.e., and for all T , t), T \ T 0 t [ t 0 yet sufficiently close to them that we can assume an approximately constant c of the gas in the temperature ranges of interest. At and below this for example, most hydrogen T 0 , is in the form of (cf. Salpeter, & Stahler We H 2 Palla, 1983). thus take c B 4/3 for gas of solar composition at so that T 0 , a \ 1 and the temperature of the gas decreases in inverse proportion to expansion time. This cooling rate is somewhat more rapid than rates derived from astronomical observation (with a generally between and 1 ; cf.
where slower rates may 1994 ; Cherchne † 1992), be the result of radiative heating of grains in the stellar atmospheres, a complication that we shall not consider here. However, our choice of a will not strongly a †ect the results for the time it takes to grow a grain of a given size, but it will a †ect our estimate of the temperature drop in the gas during that interval.
Second, we take into account the depletion of gas species by condensate formation in the range of temperature and pressure being considered. Thus l not only depends upon the degree of expansion of the system but is also a function of the average size of grains produced within a given time [l \ l(r, t)]. Finally, because we do not assume an inÐnite supply of condensable gas (in which case the grain size varies directly with growth time ; the ultimate size eq.
[2]), to which grains can grow depends on the number of grains per unit volume, and because of expansion this is also a n g , function of time For the most part, we will not
]. confront the difficult problem of nucleation. We will simply assume that all nuclei for a given solid phase appear at the same temperature, and that all growing particles of a given species have the same size at any given time ; however, we will also brieÑy note the consequences of a temporal spread in the formation of nuclei (°7.2).
Taking gas expansion and depletion into account, the rates of change of grain radius and number density of condensable gas are
and
with the constants c and g given by
In the Ðrst term represents the rate of change equation (6), in number density due to expansion, and the second term represents the rate of depletion of molecules in the gas phase caused by grain growth. The constant in n g0 equation is the number of grains per unit volume at the conden-(8) sation temperature, extrapolated back to the reference time (taking into account the system expansion that has t 0 occurred).
[the equivalent of for l \ l(t)] Equation (5) eq. 2 and are the grain growth equations coupled equation (6) through the variables r and l. We solve them numerically by Runge-Kutta methods, after specifying the seed radius and the number density of the relevant gas species at the initial condensation temperature.
We shall focus on both TiC and graphite, because di †er-ences in their condensation temperatures and growth rates place more stringent constraints on the nature of their source environment than either does separately. In all calculations we assume solar elemental abundances except for C. We take C/O \ 1.1 for the gas phase prior to condensation, since this is in accord with observations on carbon stars et al. et al. and because (Lambert 1986 ; Olofsson 1993) it is within the range of C/O that in equilibrium condensation permits TiC to condense before or during graphite condensation consistent with the TEM observations (°6.1), We consider only the condensable carbon in the gas (°5). phase, that is, C not tied up in CO during graphite and TiC formation (mostly present as We also use C 2 H 2 ; Table 2 Table 2) . Because of nucleation e †ects, minerals may begin condensing at somewhat lower temperatures than those given by equilibrium calculations, but under conditions of gradual monotonic cooling the sequence in which minerals form and the temperature interval separating their appearance are unlikely to be strongly a †ected (e.g., & Fegley Lodders Moreover, the TEM observations unam-1992).
(°5) biguously show that TiC and graphite typically condensed prior to SiC, a result fully consistent with the condensation sequence established by equilibrium thermodynamics under astrophysically plausible pressures and C/O ratios (Table  2) .
In we plot examples of r, l, and T as a function Figure 12 of time to illustrate the main features of the solutions to equations and If is sufficiently large, gas depletion (5) (6). n g accompanies grain growth as the seeds accrete the available gas, l decreases rapidly, and the grain size soon reaches a maximum as the gas cools below the initial conden-(r max ) sation temperature. The maximum size of the grains, r max , increases as decreases, and in the limit that few grains are n g present and g ] 0), l is reduced only by adiabatic expan-(n g sion and falls o † slowly, leading to larger grains for any speciÐc temperature drop. We also compare the results for where l is held constant and the grain size equation (2), increases nearly linearly in time (the small departure from linearity is due to the weak T 1@2 dependence).
According to the rate of gas-phase depletion equation (6), depends on the number density of developing grains as (n g ) well as on the gas-phase number density l of elements of interest (C and Ti). To estimate upper bounds on we n g , assume that all grains of a given mineral grow to the same size, and that grain growth is ultimately limited only by gas-phase abundances. Thus for graphite is found n g (max) by comparing the number of atoms of C in grains of a representative size to the number density of condensable C in the gas phase at a given total pressure P The (Table 2) . circumstellar graphite size distribution is sharply peaked near 1 km, and, since a spherule of this size contains about 6 ] 1010 atoms of C, for graphite is D1 cm~3 at the n g (max) (5) (6) of graphite spherule radius (r), condensable gas number density (l), and temperature (T ) as a function of time (t), for system expansion alone and for expansion accompanied by C depletion due to grain growth. Also shown is the variation of grain radius with time when l is held constant but system temperature decreases
The radius of the grain, r, is in units (eq . [2] ). of the maximum radius attainable when both expansion and deple-(r max ) tion are taken into account ; and are the number density of condensl gr T gr able C and the temperature at the start of graphite condensation, respectively ; is the system expansion timescale at reference temperature t 0 K. Assumed parameters were s and P \ 1 dyne cm~2
highest total pressure we consider (P \ 102 dynes cm~2) and D10~5 cm~3 at the lowest (P \ 10~3 dynes cm~2). For TiC, with a modal size of D10 nm (2.6 ] 104 atoms Ti), is roughly 2 ] 103 times larger at any P. n g (max) Inspection of equations and shows that although (5) (6) the rate of gas-phase depletion varies directly as it also n g , depends strongly on the number density of condensable gas molecules controlling the growth. Since condensable carbon is roughly 1000 times more abundant than Ti (for C/O \ 1.1 ; the rate of TiC growth is limited by the Table 2 ), gas number density of Ti (cf. and the formation of eq.
[4]), graphite will not control the growth rate of TiC unless essentially all of the carbon is scavenged from the gas. Not only will the growth rate (dr/dt) of graphite be far larger than that of TiC (by a factor of D103), but the rate of gas-phase depletion of carbon during graphite growth will be correspondingly much more rapid than the rate of Ti depletion during TiC growth, for any given value of n g . illustrates the e †ect of on graphite and TiC Figure 13 n g grain sizes and on the fraction of C and Ti condensed within FIG. 13 .ÈVariation of TiC (dashed lines) and graphite (solid lines) grain size and fraction of available C and Ti condensed, as a function of the number density of grains and temperature drop *T measured from the start of condensation. Assumed parameters were s and P \ 10 t 0 \ 107 dynes cm~2 (cf. Table 2 ).
a given temperature drop *T below their initial condensation temperatures (at P \ 10 dynes cm~2). For larger values of graphite reaches a maximum size within a n g , small *T and, because of the high number density of grains, scavenges all of the condensable carbon. For below a n g limiting value, on the other hand, the graphite size varies in proportion to *T because the fraction of C condensed is negligible. The limiting value of for TiC is clearly much n g greater, and indeed we Ðnd that depletion of Ti due to the formation of 10 nm sized grains is not important until n g exceeds the maximum value for graphite by a (Table 2) factor of 103. For the entire range of depicted in n g Figure  there is almost no Ti depletion, and the TiC grain size is 13, proportional to *T . In cases of low however, the conn g , densation of SiC imposes restrictions on the range of *T and thus on the sizes to which graphite and TiC grains can grow. As discussed previously SiC will usually form at (°5), the expense of previously condensed graphite. At the temperature at which SiC begins to form, there should be little Ti remaining in the gas phase, unless there are kinetics limitations. Regardless, the remaining Ti will preferentially go into solid solution with SiC & Fegley e †ec-(Lodders 1995), tively quenching the growth of any preexisting TiC grains. Inspection of shows that the temperature interval Table 2 *T between initial graphite and SiC condensation varies from *T B 360 K at P \ 10~3 dynes cm~2 down to *T B 50 K at P \ 102 dynes cm~2 ; in contrast, for pressures within this range TiC always condenses at 160È170 K above the SiC condensation temperature (cf. Fig. 10 ; Fegley & Wasserburg & Fegley 1982 ; Sharp 1995 ; Lodders 1995) . In we display growth times (as a function of Figure 14 total gas pressure) required to produce 1 km graphite spherules (line a) and 10 and 30 nm TiC grains (lines c and d) FIG. 14.ÈStrict minimum growth times (i.e., assuming perfect sticking efficiency of impinging gas species and no subsequent evaporation) required to achieve various Ðnal grain sizes as a function of total gas pressure, using the assumed values in Solid lines are for graphite, Table 2 . dashed lines for TiC. Conditions of formation for grains of various diameters are as noted in the Ðgure. when condensable gas depletion is negligible. Because of this assumption, and because perfect sticking efficiency of gaseous species and no evaporation are assumed, the displayed times are strict lower bounds on the actual times that would be required to achieve these grain sizes. Only total pressures P º 0.1 dynes cm~2 are shown, because below this pressure *T for TiC exceeds the limits discussed above for any value of (the timescale for expansion of the t 0 system) within the range given in Even at P \ 0.1 Table 2 . dynes cm~2, TiC growth to 10 nm is possible only at the slowest expansion timescale considered s).
shows that TiC growth places the Figure 14 most stringent constraints on gas pressure in the grain growth environment. Under the most rapid growth conditions possible, it takes D0.6È2.5 yr to grow 10È30 nm TiC grains at pressures of 0.1 dynes cm~2 ; at this same pressure, 1 km graphite spherules may be grown in D2 months (neglecting carbon depletion). These timescales are in basic agreement with, although slightly longer than, those in previous calculations by & Wasserburg which Sharp (1995) , were arrived at through and did not include equation (2) system expansion. Under realistic growth conditions (with less than unit sticking efficiency and evaporative loss of condensed material), it is clear that pressures signiÐcantly higher than 0.1 dynes cm~2 are required to grow D10 nm TiC grains in times on the order of a year.
In (line b) we also display the results for graph- Figure 14 ite growth when gas-phase depletion of C is included, so that the size of the graphite when all condensable C is used up corresponds to the modal diameter of D1.5 km (Fig. 1) . The required to produce spherules of this size ranged n g from 3 ] 10~4 cm~3 at 0.1 dynes cm~2 to 0.3 cm~3 at 100 dynes cm~2 at the graphite condensation temperature. These grain number densities correspond to a graphite dust-to-gas mass ratio of D7 ] 10~4. We observe that comparable timescales are required to produce graphite and TiC grains with diameters corresponding to their modal values of 1.5 km and 10 nm when gas deple- (Fig. 14) tion is signiÐcant for C but not for Ti. As noted above, this will be the case as long as the number density of TiC grains is not more than about 103 times greater than the number density of graphite grains.
We have seen that at pressures less than about 0.1 dynes cm~2, grains cannot grow to the observed sizes as the gas temperature falls through the ranges required by equilibrium thermodynamics, even assuming optimal growth. This problem may also be phrased in terms of growth times, in that minimal timescales of D1 yr are required at 0.1 dynes cm~2, which is of the same order of magnitude as plausible grain residence lifetimes in a stellar atmosphere. The problem becomes worse at lower pressures, of course. To cite one example from low-mass AGB models, in the atmosphere of stars with nominal mass-loss rates of 10~6 to 10~5 yr~1, the density is typically thought to be D10~14 g M _ cm~3 (P D 10~3 dynes cm~2) in the region where temperatures are low enough for grain formation to ensue Gauger, & Sedlmayr (Bowen 1988 ; Fleischer, 1992 ; At this density it would take no less Cherchne † 1992). than D60 yr for 10 nm TiC grains to grow. On the other hand, at a wind speed of D15 km s~1 characteristic of mass outÑow from such stars Dyck, & Claussen (Zuckerman, grains can escape the star in roughly a tenth of this 1986), time.
Thus, given the pressure and time requirements dictated by application of either equilibrium thermodynamics or kinetics to the TEM observations, it does not seem possible to grow the refractory carbide grains under the conditions generally assumed to obtain in spherically symmetric AGB atmospheres that are losing mass at typical rates. This problem has been recognized already by & WasSharp serburg
The problem of inadequate timescales avail-(1995). able for growth could perhaps be evaded within long-lived disks or envelopes around binary star systems (cf. Iben such as in the environment around the Red Rectangle 1991), described by Balm, & Kahane However, postuJura, (1995) . lating the role of such envelopes in the growth of graphite spherules and TiC cannot evade the problem of the pressures imposed by equilibrium thermodynamics ; one must also suppose that the pressures in long-lived envelopes are high dynes cm~2 ; cf. (Z0.3°6.1). The growth problem would be worse than we have indicated if we had assumed less than unit sticking efficiencies for impinging gas species, since any decreases in sticking efficiency can be e †ectively compensated for only by corresponding increases in gas pressure. The fact that TiC (and Zr, Mo carbide) grains exist at all must therefore imply that sticking efficiencies cannot be far less than unity, despite theoretical assertions to the contrary (e.g., FriedJohnson, lander, & Katz Note that the situation is also not 1993). helped by assuming a higher C/O ratio, because, as C/O increases, so does the total pressure required to allow TiC to condense prior to graphite. If C/O increases just from 1.1 to 1.3, the minimum total pressure required for formation of TiC prior to graphite increases by an order of magnitude (cf. Fig. 10 ).
Although we have not considered the formation of other carbides explicitly, it is straightforward to extrapolate the results for TiC to the case of ZrC. The solar abundance of Zr is about 200 times less than that of Ti & Gre- (Anders vesse so the growth of ZrC grains is kinetically less 1989), favorable than the formation of TiC grains. On the other hand, if there is an enhancement in the Zr abundance due to s-process contributions, then ZrC grains may be able to form. For example, assuming an s-process enhancement of Zr relative to Ti that is 100 times solar (cf.
for a given°6.2), deposition time and total pressure ZrC grains will grow to Vol. 472 about half the size of TiC grains. The size disparity will naturally become greater for smaller s-process enrichments. It is thus not surprising that more than two-thirds of the carbides with diameters greater than 10 nm are Ti-rich (i.e., Zr/Ti \ 1), while more than half of the carbides with diameters ¹10 nm are Zr-rich (cf. Table 1 ).
7.2. E †ect of T emperature on Grain-Size Distribution Thus far we have considered only the conditions required to produce grains of the most commonly observed sizes (modal sizes of 1.5 km for graphite and 10 nm for TiC). However, substantially larger grains are also observed (Fig. and and it is appropriate to ask to what extent 1 Table 1 ), the observed distribution of graphite grain sizes reÑects differences in grain formation conditions. Instead of assuming that all grains appear simultaneously and grow to a uniform size, we now explore the consequences of supposing that there is a maximum in the rate of appearance of seeds at some mean temperature below the equi-T mean librium condensation temperature. For simplicity, we will assume that the distribution in the number of seeds dn g /dT formed near this temperature approximates a normal distribution (cf.
& Salpeter The earliest graphite Draine 1977). grains to form will therefore grow to be the largest, because initially there will be little C depletion in the gas, but grains formed later will be smaller because of gas-phase depletion of carbon as well as a smaller time interval available for growth at lower ambient pressures. Assuming that the nucleation rate depends on the square of the number density of condensable carbon (cf. the l C
McDonald 1963), Ðnal size distribution will be related to the temdn g /dr perature (time) dependence of the grain size dr/dT by
To approximate the C depletion behavior resulting from the temporal spread in seed appearance, we solve equations (5) and assuming no condensible C depletion (g \ 0) when (6) but allowing for depletion when We T [ T mean , T ¹ T mean . then normalize the peak in the model size distribution (eq.
[9]) to the maximum in the real distribution with (Fig. 1) , the variance of the distribution tuned to provide the dn g /dT best Ðt to the observed graphite size distribution. Figure 15 shows an example of how the Ðnal graphite diameter depends on the relative temperature at which seed formation occurred (dotted curve), and how the model size distribution (eq. [9], solid curve) compares to the actual distribution. In this example D99% of the seeds appear within about^10 K of Although the model can T mean . reproduce the size distribution of graphites km [2.5 (D80% of the grains), it cannot account for the observed frequency of larger grains. This exercise is, of course, a phenomenological one not based on Ðrst principles, since it does not address the thermodynamics of nucleation or the occurrence of carbide heterogeneous nucleation centers that were observed in some grains But qualitatively it (°5). appears that the largest graphite grains in the observed size distribution imply much higher carbon number densities and/or longer deposition times than those required to produce the modal size (1.5 km), whereas the size distribution of smaller grains about this mode could be produced with only a small spread in seed formation temperatures under fairly uniform conditions. These conclusions are con- FIG. 15 .ÈExample of the variation of graphite diameter (dotted curve) at the end of condensation as a function of seed appearance temperature, assuming a peak in seed formation at
The solid curve is the T \ T mean . model size distribution given by superposed on the actual size eq. (9), distribution of onion-type circumstellar graphites (from In this Fig. 1) . example, D99% of the seeds form within^10 K of the mean appearance temperature. Assumed parameters were s, cm~3, t 0 \ 5 ] 106 n g \ 0.03 and P \ 10 dynes cm~2, with taken to be 50 K below the equilibrium T mean condensation temperature at this pressure (cf. Table 2 ). sistent with the inferences derived from considerations of graphite rim thicknesses observed in ultrathin sections, as discussed in°4.
Grain Clusters
We have now shown that the equilibrium condensation sequence of refractory carbides included within graphite requires "" high ÏÏ pressures dynes cm~2) and that the (Z0.1 time requirements imposed by kinetics for growing grains of the observed sizes lead to the same conclusion. A third observation consistent with this conclusion is that in some graphites not just single carbide grains, but clusters of carbide grains, served as heterogeneous nucleation centers for carbon condensation. An example is showing Figure 7b , a central cluster of four 10 nm TiC grains. We observed central clusters in three other graphite grains. For such carbide clusters to form, there must be a high enough number density of grains to permit them to come into contact before graphite condensation is complete. Considering the requirements for pairs of TiC grains with diameters d \ 10 nm to come into contact, we note that the mean free path between such encounters is given by j \ 1/(21@2 within collision cross section p \ nd2. A lower n g p), bound on the mean free path is obtained using (j min ) as described above, which gives cm at n g (max) j min B 1013 P \ 10~3 dynes cm~2 and cm at P \ 102 dynes j min B 108 cm~2. Taking the average speed of the 10 nm grains as D300È500 cm s~1 corresponding to a kinetic temperature of D1600 K, and a typical timescale on the order of a year for the formation of the grains, they will be able to travel a distance of D1010 cm, which is the minimum collision mean free path between grains at their maximum number density for P D 1 dyne cm~2. Thus, to account for the observed clusters of carbide grains in the spherules, we may take dynes cm~2 as a conservative lower bound on the P Z 0.1 total pressure in the regions of grain formation. The gas pressures required to account for the observed carbide grain assemblages are thus consistent with the previously derived pressure constraints. Of course, if mechanisms exist for moving grains of the same size with relative speeds substan-tially greater than thermal speeds, the inferred pressures would be lower.
& Harwit investigated Biermann (1980) grain collisions in red giant atmospheres, and argue that relative grain speeds on the order of kilometers per second are possible. In the context of the above argument, this would lower the pressure requirement by several orders of magnitude (provided the grains would stick together rather than fragment at such relative speeds ; cf. In Salpeter 1974a). their model these relative speeds are the result of the e †ect of radiation pressure on grains of di †erent sizes, however, with larger grains overtaking smaller ones. Moreover, at pressures as low as those taken to characterize atmospheres of low-mass AGB stars at temperatures suitable for grains to condense (D10~3 dynes cm~2 ; e t Bowen 1988 ; Fleischer al.
the minimum mean free path between collisions of 1992), TiC grains (D150 is of the same order as a stellar R _ ) radius. Under such conditions the aggregation of TiC grains before carbon condensation is implausible.
Inferred Stellar Mass-L oss Rates
In seeking to relate the physical conditions under which carbide and graphite grains can form to the astrophysical environments in which the grains that we have in hand actually did form, we are led to consider stellar mass-loss rates. Our purpose is not to construct a detailed stellar atmosphere model with mass loss, but simply to estimate the mass-loss rates implied by our observations and compare them to the rates inferred for real stars. We assume that the mass-loss rate through a shell in the stellar (M 0 ) atmosphere at radius R is related to the density o(R) by
where v is the speed of radial expansion at R, and is M 0 usually given in yr~1. Figure 16 graphite and TiC can grow to their characteristic sizes, under the same conditions discussed above in relation to For yr~1, the least restrictive Figure 14 .
M 0 B 10~5 M _ growth condition (graphite with d B 1 km, no C depletion) requires dynes cm~2, while the most restrictive P Z 0.5 FIG. 16 .ÈMass-loss rates as a function of system radius (upper abcissa scale) and total gas pressure (10~3 dynes cm~2 ¹ P ¹ 102 dynes cm~2), calculated using Also shown is the characteristic system expansion timescale at reference temperature K (lower abscissa scale). Superposed on the eq. (10). t 0 T 0 \ 2000 graph are the allowed parameter Ðelds (shaded areas) within the stated pressure range for the production of (a) 1 km graphite grains, assuming no depletion of condensable C ; (b) graphite grains with the KFC1 modal size of 1.5 km, assuming condensable C depletion did occur ; (c) 10 nm TiC grains, assuming no Ti depletion. Vol. 472 (growth of 10 nm TiC) requires pressures 2 orders of magnitude larger. Inspection of shows that under Figure 16 typical conditions that satisfy the yr~1) and M 0 ([10~5 M _ P dynes cm~2) taken to characterize the atmo-([10~3 spheres of low-mass AGB stars, neither TiC nor graphite can grow to the required sizes.
These results are consistent with the Ðndings of Fleischer et al.
who used a consistently coupled hydrodynamic (1992), and grain growth code to model the formation of carbon grains in circumstellar atmospheres of long-period variable carbon stars ; for yr~1, their model produc-M 0 D 10~5 M _ ed mean grain diameters of only D0.1 km. Note that we sometimes Ðnd even titanium carbide grains of this size in the graphites
Because the cosmic abundance of C (Table 1) . is far greater than that of Ti (by more than 103), this underlines the challenge to models of grain growth in trying to account for the existence of such large circumstellar grains. TiC growth always imposes the highest mass-loss rates for any given pressure, and shows that pressures Figure 16 Z5 dynes cm~2 are required to produce TiC grains if, in accord with astronomical constraints, mass-loss rates are restricted to yr~1.
we noted that 25% of the graphites have 12C/13C°2.1 ratios less than 89, the solar value. Assuming that these graphites formed around AGB stars, as their carbon isotopic ratios and the composition of s-process Kr imply, then (as we have argued above) relatively high densities must prevail in the stellar atmospheres. It is important to note that if the radius R at which condensation takes place is to have a dimension typical of red giant stars (at least several hundred the TiC growth constraint requires mass-loss R _ ), rates signiÐcantly higher than 10~4 yr~1 Such M _ (Fig. 16 ). rates are far greater than those associated with the normal winds from red giants (e.g., if we therefore Blo cker 1995) ; suppose that some graphite and carbide grains are produced in the atmospheres of stars losing mass through the normal winds that prevail during most of the AGB phase, we must simply abandon the attempt to apply the grain growth constraints to a spherically symmetric steady state atmosphere in its entirety. The only escape from this conclusion is to assume that outÑow speeds in the grain formation region are subsonic by several orders of magnitude. But if the outÑow speed there is similar to the sound speed (cf.
et al. we must suppose instead that the Cherchne † 1992), grain growth pressures and timescales are those associated with density concentrations within such stellar atmospheres, e.g., clumps of material sporadically ejected from the star.
Clumps could have the characteristics required by the grain growth and astronomical constraints, namely, high density accompanied by short expansion timescale, initially small length scale, and reduced mass-loss rate. For example, clumps with dynes cm~2 and e †ective mass-loss P Z 10 rates yr~1 that are capable of producing 10 Alternatively, we might suppose that some graphite and carbide grains are grown during the brief "" planetary nebula ÏÏ phase at the end of AGB evolution, when the stellar luminosity reaches a critical value and a dramatic increase in mass-loss rate (a "" superwind ÏÏ phase) occurs. In superwinds, average mass-loss rates may possibly approach 10~3 yr~1 (cf. & Renzini implying corre-M _ Iben 1983), spondingly higher atmospheric densities. Even at this high mass-loss rate, growth of 10 nm TiC grains is still restricted to gas parcels at high pressures dynes cm~2) with (Z0.5 length scales less than or marginally equal to a stellar radius Here again, it appears necessary to postulate the (Fig. 16) . existence of density concentrations in the outÑowing matter.
Silicon carbide is another species of circumstellar grain in the Murchison meteorite that is more abundant (D6 ppm) than graphite ppm). Nearly all of this SiC (D95% by ([1 mass) is in the same size range as the circumstellar graphite (0.3È3 km ; et al. and isotopic studies of both Amari 1994), major and minor elements have convincingly shown that most of it (D99%) was produced in AGB stars & (Anders Zinner It is therefore important to our discussion of 1993). mass loss from AGB atmospheres to consider the conditions required to form micron-sized SiC. It is sufficient to observe that for any C/O [ 1.04, condensable C is more abundant than Si. Aside from any condensation details, SiC cannot grow any faster than is dictated by the rate of arrival of gaseous Si to grain surfaces (cf. thus the eq. [2]) ; maximum growth rate of SiC cannot be greater than the maximum growth rate of graphite. This means that SiC growth imposes pressure constraints on grain formation in AGB atmospheres somewhat more stringent than those derived from considerations of graphite growth (although less stringent than those from TiC growth).
et al. Virag were similarly forced to conclude, from growth rate (1992) and size considerations, that much of the circumstellar SiC found in meteorites must have formed in sporadic, dense jets in AGB atmospheres or during the "" planetary nebula ÏÏ stage of these stars.
The above discussion has been restricted to outÑows from AGB stars, but the requirements of high gas pressure imposed by kinetics and equilibrium thermodynamics extend to supernova ejecta as well. The conditions in such outÑows should be favorable to growth of grains (as predicted by because clumping and mixing of Clayton 1978), matter due to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities are expected to arise as a natural consequence of the mass ejection (Fryxell, Mu ller, & Arnett & Benz & 1991 ; Herant 1992 ; Herant Woosley There is indeed observational evidence for 1994). mixing and clumping in SN 1987A et al. (Haas 1990 ). Growth of graphite supernova condensates in ejecta from SN 1987A has been modeled by Hasegawa, & Kozasa, Nomoto although they were able to grow grains (1989), only up to D0.1 km in diameter. Nonetheless, the presence of 28Si excesses in some graphites (cf.
convincingly°2.2) shows that they formed in supernova ejecta, after remnants of the C-rich outer zones had mixed with material from inner zones. The existence of such graphites broadly implies that as C-rich ejecta parcels reached temperatures permissive of grain growth, they must still have had sufficiently high carbon number densities cm~3) and matter den-(Z108 sities (say g cm~3) to result in the formation of o Z 10~12 micron sized graphite in timescales of no more than a few years.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
We have shown that microanalysis of circumstellar graphite from meteorites yields detailed information on the composition, size distribution, microstructure, and other properties of grains (and grains within grains) formed in carbon-rich circumstellar environments. Many of the observed minerals are sufficiently scarce that the prospect for observing them astronomically is slight. Thus, the observations reported here are useful in constraining the types of minerals that may be conceived to form. Many authors have speculated, for example, that SiC grains will serve as condensation nuclei for graphite and other carbonaceous grains in stellar outÑows, but the data do not support this idea. Interpreted with the help of equilibrium thermodynamics and kinetic theory, the observations of circumstellar grains from meteorites provide information about the relative formation sequence of various mineral species, and lead to quantitative inferences about the chemical and physical conditions in the stellar grain formation environments.
There were, however, important limitations imposed by our experimental plan. It must not be forgotten that our study was conducted in order to survey the properties of a large number of graphite grains, without the beneÐt of corresponding isotopic data for each of the grains studied in the TEM. The carbon isotopic ratios in the graphites, obtained from another aliquot of this material, range over many orders of magnitude. This implies that the data reported here represent an averaging over grains from probably many di †erent stars. The isotopic data obtained for Ne, Kr, Ti, Ca, and Si further indicate that several di †er-ent types of stellar sources, including supernovae, likely contributed to the graphite suite. It is now desirable to explore how the chemical compositions and other properties of the grains depend on the particular type of stellar environment in which they formed (e.g., in supernova ejecta versus AGB atmospheres). Thus, further progress will require both mineralogic and isotopic characterization of the same individual grains.
